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A B S T R A C T  

There are various methods of v etation mapping which depend upon the scale of the work 
and the facts to be shown. Professor 3. GAAUSSEN9s method has proved as suwedd in Tropical 
India as in temperate and mediterranean regions. It aims at representing the vegetation types 
at medium and small scales. 

(1) The basic principle is the use'of colours of an ecological value. Among the factors of 
the environment, only those which play a part in the water equiIibrium of the vegetation will be 
shown and the combination of their colours will become representative of the ecology. 

High temperature and long dry period will increase the evaporation. Rainfall and relative 
humidity bill be favourable to the plant growth. Then a conventional, but natural choice of blue 
a t d  violet shades for humidity, and on the other hand, red or yellow shades for heat and drought 
will provide all the coloration possibilities. 

Six classes are defined for Temperature, Rainfall and Xcrothermic index (lmgth and intensity 
of the dry season). Each class has its conventional shade. In any place the climate is easily 
summarised into an ecolog5cal formula1 which will include for more precision the light factor, the 
vegetative period and the soil factor. 

Soil factor is  taken into account : 
--either by its effect on the water balance. The colour is shaded accordingly, for instance, 

the mangrove, the vegetation of saline soils ; 
--or by its limiting effect on the floristic composition of the vegetation types. For cxarnple, 

the Iateritic caps. These features are shown by the superimposition of a symbol. 

(4) Another originality of the method is the representation of "Series .of Vaetation". 
Various physiognomic stages of degradation of the same series are shown by means of lined, 
,stripplings etc. But the same colour, representative of the general ecology of one s& i wed for 
all its serial stages. 

Floristic relevb are made in the field. Their comparison brings out the relatiquahip between 
the successive stages of the aeries and leads to the most developed w e  ble under the resent 
ezological conditions. This maximum stage, the least dlturbed by l?iOtlc En, is the "plnio&nax''. 
I t  is the maximum vegetation to be expected under present conditions if human interfama ir 
excluded. Its characteristic and dominant species are used to name the series. 

The plesioclimax helps to appreciate the ecologicai-potentiality of the place and therefore will 
be of sow guidance for the introduction of new specils. 

Since similar colours are used for similar climates in the world, the colours ehow homo- 
bioclimatea under which grow similar vegetation. types even' if their floristic composition is 
different. 

Several examples are taken from vegetation niaps of Tunisia, Algeria, and South India. 

-ere are several methods of vegetation m a p  
ping depending u an the scale of the work and 
the? facts to be s g own. In the resent work, an 
accouht is given of Professor !I . GAUSSEN's 
method ?f representing the vegetation types as well 

the environmental c d i t i o n s  on medium and 
small scale ma s & (I")-The t as ect of the enviranmental 
factors that may be &velved here is that of the 
ornbrotherdc diagrams. The method of the 
ombrothermic diagrams expresses in a clear way 
the bioclimatic conditions. 

' The rinciple underlyin these diagrams is that 
a mont 1 is considered as $ when its precipitation 

expressed in millimetres is less than twice its m a  
temperature expressed in degree centigrade. 

The diagram is drawn in the following manner: 
On a graph are shown a curve of mean monthly 

temperature, called the thermic .curve, and a curve 
of the monthly precipitation, called the o m b d  
curve. 

The scale used for ombric curve (in mm. 
double of that used for the thermic curve. 4:; 

-curve of precipitation is present.ed in continuous 
line, that of temperature in . broken. Drought 
occurs when the ombric curve a~sesa -under the x Ithermic curve. The area inclu ed' between the 

8 See Dr. MEHER-HOMJIs8 plrpa on ##The K i t e  pf Indm in reladon to the ~ t r t i o d  
crit&s". 
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crossing points off' the two curves gives an idea of 
the importance of the dry period. 

A transect passing from the West coast to East 
coast of South India, through the 10th and 11th 
paralids, reveals several types of ombrothermic 
diagrams. 

The following stations may be considered along 
the transect : 

-CochEn on the West coast. 
-Kedaikanal on the Palni range at an alti- 

tude of 2,328 rn. 
-Madurai in the plains on the keward side of 

the Western Ghats. 
-Nagapattinam on the East coast. 

The ombrothermic diagram of Cochin (Graph I )  
reveals a typical tropical climate with summer 
rains during the South-West monsoon. 091 the 
other -fiasd, Nagapattinam on !be East coast shows 
a different pattern (Graph 2). Being affected both 
by the advancing atid retreating South-West mon- 
soons, its ombrothermic diagram shows a rainy 
period during August to January; the drought 
occurs during the spring and early summer. The 
legime of rainfall may be called "tropical dissy- 
metric". 

Madurai which is situated further inland shows 
a short wet period interrupting the dry season .in 
May. The regime is te~aaeri bixeric ( h e  Graph 3). 

Kodaikanal which is a hill-station on: the Western 
Ghlts, presents an ombrothermic diagram (Graph. 
4) rhat is typical of the tropical mountain climate. 
There i s  no dry period as the precipitation curve 
remains above the temperature curve. The medn 
temperature of the coldest months December, 
January is 12.4'C: and this is why some phytogeo- 
graphers have considered godalkanal as having 
temperate climate. Here we would like to point 
oilt that this is not the case, firstly hecause the 
light conditions and photoperiods are different for 
a true temperate climate and a tropical mountain 
climate like that of Kodaikanal. Whereas in the 
former the'seasonal variation in. the hours of day- 
length is very pronounced, this variation does not 
exist for the 'ipountain climates of tropics situated 
at a latitude of 10 to 15'. The second feature of 
contrast between the two types of climates is the 
seasonal variation of' temperature under the tem- 
perate clime. The ombrothermic diagram of Paris, 
'a characterist temperate type of station, in Gra h. C 5 shows that the mean temperature of the wl  est 
month January is 2.5'C and that of the hottest 
month July is 18" ; thus, the difference comes 
to 15.5'C. Undel tropical mountain condi- 
tions as exem lified by Kodaikanal, such aq 
annual range oftemperature is slight, only 4.4Ot2, 
but the variations in the night and day tempera- 
ture are striking. 

CHAMPION (1936) has classed the vegetarian of 
Kodaikanal as of wet temperate type. Here we 
would like to draw attention to the fact that the 
forest-type of this legion which is known by the 
name of "Shola" !las very little in common with 
the summer-greea deciduous and the coniferous- 
forests of the temperate countries. Besides, in the 
Sholas, the tropical stock is predominating floris- 
tically. Therefore, the exact term for this vegeta- 
tion would be a "tropical montane forest". 

Similarly, the grassland-vegetation of the higher 
altitudes of the Western Ghilts that is generally 
described as "alpine" is not at all so. These grass- 
lands are of a biotic origin and there is not the 
least of resemblance with either the climate, the 
vegetation or the flora of the Alpine zones wliich 
are characterised by ver low temperatures, im- 

photoperiod, 
I portant snowfalls and mar ed seasonal variation in 

Again, the middlc zone of vegetation of the 
Palni range, between the plains. bearing a scrub 
and 'the "Shola" above 1500 m, is classed as sub 
tropical. In our opinion, this vegetation is clearly 
of tropical type, climatically, floristisally and phy: 
sio nomically. 

'herefore, the method of ombrothermic dia- 
. grams permits us to delineate the different biocli- 
matic zones with their characteristic plant-forma. 
tions. 

(2")--The second aspect of the avfranmental 
.factors is expressed by the eecilogical fa1111ulae. 
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Among the ecological factors only those which 
play .a part in the water balance of vegetation are 
co~sidered. Each ecological factor is represented 
by a- colour ; accordingly, a combination of several 
colr~urs represents the ,ecology of a particular place. 

High temperature and long dry period increase 
the evaporation. Om the other hand, rainfall and 
relative humidity favour the growth of plants. 
.Therefore, a conventional, but natural choice of 
blue or violet shades for humidity and red or 
yellow shades for heat and drought provides the 
possibilities of colouring. 

6ix classes are defined for the temperature, rain- 
fall and xerothennic index which is a measure of' 
len th and intensity of dry period.' 

$he factor of temperature has been designated 
by .the letter t and has been divided into s+ clas~es 
as shown below ; each class is given a conv~tiorial 
colour. 

t, : MS< + lo0c Dark grey do&' 

- 5"<m<+10" White 
:I I O O C ~  < 2(~  old yellow 

te : ~ = I Y  average :, 30° Orange red brown 
The divisions proposed for rainfall (6) are: 

S, : PreciPitation (P) r 2000 mm Dark violet 
S , : 2 0 0 0 > p > 1 5 0 0 m m  Blue violet 
S,:  1500 > p > 1OOOmm Light blue 
.s, : 1000 > P > 500 - White 
S,:  5 0 0 > p >  lOOmm Sulphur yellow 
S, : p c 100mm Orange yellow 

The factor of xerothermic index (x) is .also 
divided into six classes: 

xl : ' 0- 40 ~hviologicall~ dry daylr in the year 
xl : 40-100 3 ,  3 ,  19 99 IS "9s 

: 100-160 1, ,¶ 99 ,, 9, 9, 

q : 160-230 13 YY YY 9-  $9 *. 91 

x, : 230-280 1, 
1 

I3 9, b 9 )  9, 

X,, : 280-3= 9 1 9  ,, 9 ,  ,, ,, 

Trav,, Swt. a))cf I&. Fr..Pmdick'~ t. I., fm. 4, 
pp. 181-96. - - 

M = Mean teInperatusd of hottest mbnd of the year. $: m = Mean temmhlre af eoldcdt -nth of the year. 

This factor ie.represented by triangles of varying 
dimensions and densities. 

Besides the above three principal factors, others 
like the length of veget3tit.e eriod, li ht factor and 
soil factor are also c0nsidPrre.d. &erefore, the 
climate of a lace may be expressed by means of P an ecological ormula.' 

Soil factor is expressed in two ways:. 
- eiiher by its effect on the water balance. To 

represent the vegetation of physiologically dry 
habitats Iie the saline soils, an additional oran e 
tint is superimposed on the colour ,give6. by t!e 
climate to show the special edaphically dry con- 
dition. 

-or by its limiting effect on the floristic compo- 
sition of the vegetatio? type ; for example, the late- 
ritic caps. Such feajures are represented by me- 
of s mbols. 1 (3 )-Another originality of the method is the 
representation of "Series of vegetation". Various 
physiognomic stages arising out of degradatip of 
one and the same series .of - vegetation are shown 
by different symbols kch as gridding, bachures, 
. stippling etc. However, the colour used foi* .all 
the serial stages is the one that is representative of 
the general ecology of the series. 

Floristic releves are made in the field. A cow: 
parison of the these relevis brings out the relati- 
ship between 'the successive stages of the series and 
shows the most developed type possible under. the 
present ecological conditions, This maximum 
stage, the least disturbed by biotic factors, is the 
'~~s ioc~imax" .  It is the maximum vegetation to 
be expected under present conditions if hump'an 
intederence is excluded. The characteristic 'and 
the dominant species of this maximum vegetition 

are used to name the series. 
T h e  concept of pliaiodimax enables one to a p  
preciate the ecolog~cal potentiality of a place and 
therefore it can provide useful information for the 
introduction of new species. 

Since similar colours are used to represent similar 
climates throughout the world, the colours point 
out homo-bioclimates under which .grow similar 
vegetation types, even -though floristically they' 
may be different. 

8 cx : ~ E H E R ~ ~ ~ O M J I .  V. M. ~ 1 s ) ;  ~ioclimat- Idia 
in relation to their vcgcta~mal mteria. Sympae i~  a' 
'STaxonomy and Floristics of Inflia~ 'Plaat~". 6- 
School in Bot8ny. Kodaikand. 


